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Before we Start
As you are reading and completing the work on these pages,

give yourself permission to be your sole priority– to lovingly

provide yourself with the gift of your full attention. 

Ensure to choose a quiet time when you know you will not be

interrupted. Remove any distractions from the room. Turn your

phone on silent, switch of any music or TVs. 

I invite you to create a loving ritual around this. A "ritual" is an

expression of love and self-care. By creating a ritual, you are in

control of setting the loving intention of "Your Time". 

Find a place to sit where you feel comfortable, light a candle,

and play soft music. You may want to say a soft prayer of clear

the space with a smudging stick or a sound bath.

Focus inward and do what instinctively feels nurturing to you.

This is your time to receive the full expression of your love

– a gift you are able to share so freely with others. 

This is your turn!
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Cacao Ritual
This is a ritual that you can use for yourself or a loved one any

time you would like to open your heart and create more love

and connection within yourself or with others. I like to add

Rose and honey to my cacao as rose is a natural heart opener

and honey is a food of the Gods and Goddesses!

Before you make your cacao take a moment to reflect on areas

in your life where you experience joy or that you are grateful

for.  You may want to write these down in your journal or you

may want to take a moment to repeat this Loving Kindness

Meditation.

May I be filled with loving-kindness

May I be happy and healthy

May I be calm and connected

May I be free from suffering

May I live my life in peace.

 

Repeat this meditation to yourself and imagine your heart

slowly opening.  Repeat this meditation for others in your

family and life slowly opening your heart to accept love and

radiate love out to others.
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Cacao Recipe
30 grams of ceremonial cacao

1 TBSP of rose water

250ml plant milk (I used almond)

1 tsp of honey

Gently heat the milk and pour it over the cacao and the

honey in a blender.

 Add the rose water and blend until creamy.

Sit in a quiet place and intentionally sip your cacao and

focus on being in this moment. 

Enjoy each sip - savouring the taste and aroma of this

magical drink.

Ingredients:

Method:

If you do not have a blender you can use a stick blender.
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